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Across

7 Struggles with 
buckets to keep dry 
(7)

8 Warily, a criminal 
makes tracks (7)

9 Satisfactory whisky 
measure (4)

10 Messages sent by 
early text badly spelt, 
yet exciting to begin 
with (9)

12 Hope to prune a tree-
top (5)

13 Premier to increase 
backing after success 
with Dutch water 
engine (4,4)

15 Course which, on the 
box, reportedly makes 
you a mind-reader (4)

16 Possible requirement 
for scramblers in Civil 
Service, claims 
newspaper (5)

17 Commons smear gets 
MP involved in 
exchange (4)

18 Catch over sixteen 
ounces is worth half a 
score (3-5)

20 Tie given hot scrub 
(5)

21 Spooner's unfriendly 
escorts are status 
symbols (4,5)

22 Maybe jigger about 
US uncle when 
getting tense (4)

24 Tower's perfect to 
hold expanse of land 
(7)

25 Warning lights even 
able to attach to 22 
right away (7)

Down

1 Pool's kinglike 
wingers to take on 
City (4)

2 Husband at the 
bottom of pitch to get 
sister dressing like a 
leggy bird? (8)

3 Heart lifts in desert 
necropolis (6)

4 A spring tide's flow 
could be modified if 
we drop these flooded 
fields (8)

5 Knocking up students 
is a mistake (4-2)

6 What's said to be 
covering a snooker 
table's pockets? (4)

11 One employing Scots 
to pull down housing 
estate (9)

12 Frequently sick; 
asleep for graduation 
(5)

14 Romeo admitted to 
crush in the bog (5)

16 Unionist and Roman 
Catholic Cardinal to 
open clubs and High 
School for multiple 
faiths (8)

17 Quick to bind injury 
here on the high street 
(8)

19 Bored with 
everything, tear up 
post (6)

20 The lost losing little 
time stumbling into an 
inn (6)

21 Network of drainage 
inspectors receives 
grant at first when set 
up (4)

23 Polish hospital 
department (4)


